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WASHCRAFT
COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY



Welcome to
Washcraft Laundry

Shorrock Trichem is a leading 
hygiene product, services and 
equipment supplier based in 
Manchester.

We have a full and diverse range of 
products and services to meet the
most demanding of standards.

The company philosophy is to 
provide the best possible service at 
the most competitive price point.

LG's Commercial Laundry Products give 
you a total laundry solution including the 
most suitable equipment and full support 
for your business.

LG will revolutionize the way you conduct 
business.

When you choose the LG Commercial 
Laundry Systems, you get a total laundry 
solution including the most suitable 
equipment and full support for your 
business.

LG Commercial Laundry



Our Services

Supply

Discover Washcraft’s commercial 
laundry equipment.
Washcraft’s sleek design and 
innovative technologies ensure 
your business is at the forefront 
for energy savings and 
efficiencies.

Rental

Install

Our inhouse experts can help you 
set up installations to save you time. 
Whilst our engineers will install and 
commission all machines efficiently 
and reliably to ensure the smooth 
transition with little disruption to 
your business.

Washcraft employs local qualified 
engineers that are gas safe, NICEIC 
approved and WRAS accredited 
approved products.
You can be confident that you are 
in good hands.

Learn about our Rentals. Pay a 
fixed monthly fee which covers 
the cost of the machine and all 
Repairs. With the lowest rates in 
the industry, you are in great 
hands.

Our LG machines are robust and 
reliable helping you save money. 
Purchase our machines with 
confidence as our packages are 
industry leading.

We have agreements with a range 
of leasing companies. Allowing you 
to budget a monthly fee for your 
new equipment, our leasing deals 
include an all-inclusive breakdown 
cover ensuring a trouble free 
experience.

Purchase

Repair

Lease



Less susceptible to breakages 
and scratching.
Unlike competitors machines.

Tempered Glass Door

Increasing surface area for 
contact with the fabric. 
Better for removing dirt and 
stains.

Embossed Inner Drum

With multiple dampers which 
vary per machine, the LG light 
commercial range is quieter 
and has less vibration during a 
wash cycle

Efficient operation

Our LG machines are ENERGY 
STAR qualified these meet global 
energy efficiency standards.

Energy Saving

The shaft connecting the drum 
and motors are heat treated. This 
helps protects against long term 
wear and tear.

Heat Treatment

The Benefits of LG

Helps with Longievity and 
provides and easy to clean 
exterior

Powder Coated machines



The new range of LG machines are 
compliant with Fluid Category 5. 
Ensuring water compiance makes 
them suitable for all businesses.

Water Regulations Compliant

Our Lg machines come with the 
Liquid Dosing as standard. Unlike 
our competitors where this is an 
additional cost.

Liquid Dosing Connection

Our machines are easily 
programmed to ensure all types 
of cycles and be created to suit 
your needs.

Sluice available

The LG Giant Washers and 
Dryers can be stacked to 
fit into the smallest of 
spaces.

Space saving

Get more in and more out. 
Making loading easier and 
more ergonomic

Large Door Openings

High spin speeds mean less 
drying time. Saving you money 
and helping the environment

Less Residual Moisture

The Benefits of LG



WASH EXTRACTORS
LG  ATOM  ·  6KG CAPACITY

ATOM

P R O D U C T S

About LG Atom
The LG ATOM has a compact 24-inch 
cabinet size making it the ideal machine for 
a small space. 
When you are looking to upgrade from a 
domestic machine, the LG Atom meets all 
your needs.

Why LG Atom?
The LG ATOM is a small, compact and 
robust machine. With a lifecycle 4 times 
longer than a domestic and the footprint of 
a domestic machine, the applications are 
limitless.

Power Wash Program
The Super wash function enables a heating 
system that boils water creating a better 
washing performance and helping with 
thermal disinfection.

Tub Cleaning System
A dirty tub from hours of long operation 
can affect washing performance. Our tub 
cleaning program helps you keep a clean 
tub even in the busiest locations.



ATOM FEATURES

Inverter Direct Drive
Unlike the traditional belt and pulley, the 
LG Commercial Laundry drum is directly 
attached to the motor providing superior 
durability and reliability.
Less parts equal less repairs.

Stainless Steel Drum for Washer
The stainless steel drum helps prevent 
clothes from staining or damages during 
the wash cycle.

Easy Repair System
LG Commercial Laundry products are all 
front service accessible. Valuable service 
time will never be wasted gaining access 
to key service elements.



WASH EXTRACTORS
LG GIANT-C+  ·  10KG  CAPACITY

LG GIANT-C+

P R O D U C T S

About LG Giant-C+
LG's Commercial Laundry Giant C gives you 
a total laundry solution including the most 
suitable equipment and full support for 
your business. LG will revolutionize the way 
you conduct business.

Why LG Giant-C+?
The LG Giant is one of the world’s bestsell-
ing Commercial washing machines. Its 
compact design, easy to program feature 
and reliability make it a winning combina-
tion fir your business.

Atomizing system 
Provides a better wash performance by 
helping soak the clothes faster. This also 
reduces the length of the wash programs 
helping you to be more efficient.

Tub Cleaning System
A dirty tub from hours of long operation 
can affect washing performance. Our tub 
cleaning program helps you keep a clean 
tub even in the busiest locations.



TUMBLE DRYERS
LG GIANT-C+ · 10KG  CAPACITY

LG GIANT-C+ DRYER

About LG Giant-C+ Dryers
Available in Gas or Electric Heated. Both 
Gas and Electric Versions can be 
downgraded to 13A.
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry 
technology as standard.

Why LG Giant-C+ Dryers?
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry 
technology as standard. This helps over 
drying and can help prevent fires.
The dryers can be stacked on top of LG 
Giant C+ washers or on top of other LG 
Giant C+ Dryers. Giving you and your 
business flexibility.

AdaptAble™ Controls
AdaptAble™ Controls provide the space 
saving and convenience without 
compromising capacity while retaining easy 
to reach controls. The controls are always 
at a convenient height and are versatile 
enough to match your needs.

Easy Access Lint filter
The surface of lint filter increased and 
provides the easy access and cleaning 
without opening door.
This creates better drying action and helps 
to reduce frequency of cleaning.



WASH EXTRACTORS
LG TITAN-C · 15KG CAPACITY

LG TITAN

P R O D U C T S

About LG Titan C
Large 15Kg drum capacity with a Gravity 
drain as standard. This machine has a more 
commercial DNA than the Giant C+. Its 
large capacity allows it to process huge 
amounts of clothes in a short space of time.

Why LG Titan C?
The LG Titan C is suitable for a range of 
sectors. It is available to be compliant with 
Fluid Category 5 and has a sluice program 
function. It is equipped with 5 individual 
trigger siganls for the detergents. Allowing 
you to process all types of fabrics.

Easy Programming
Intuitive programming controls allow 
operators to choose from a variety of 
functions and programs, including price, 
cycle time, cycle parameters, spin-speed 
and more, ensuring that all washing 
requirements are met.

Multilingual Readout
Our mission is to make customers happy 
and enjoy doing laundry with LG 
Commercial machines. Easy to read 
directions in multiple languages.



TUMBLE DRYERS
LG TITAN MAX · 15KG  CAPACITY

LG TITAN MAX DRYER

About LG Titan Max Dryers
Available intially as Gas Heated.
The Electric Heat version is due Late 2021.
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry 
technology as standard.

Why LG Titan Max Dryers?
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry 
technology as standard. This helps over 
drying and can help prevent fires.
The dryers can be stacked on top of LG 
Titan washers or on top of other LG Titan 
Max Dryers. 
Giving you and your business flexibility.

Excellent Dry Performance
Thanks to new wider big fan, air flow is 
improved and clothes can be dried faster 
than before. Better dry performance, better 
energy efficiency

Heavy Duty Motor
LG Commercial Dryers incorporate the 
sturdy motor additionally and it provides 
better air flow and heating system. This 
creates better drying action and increases
dry capacity.

COMINGSOON



LG FEATURES

Atomizing System
The Atomizing nozzle sprays fresh water 
onto the clothes and the door. This helps 
produces a rapid fill so clothes are 
soaked sooner and longer providing a 
better washing performance. It also 
cleans the door glass every time the 
water sprays on it, reducing your burden 
of cleaning any excess soap residue.

10° Tilted Drum
LG’s Commercial Washer tub is tilted at 
10°. It enables the washer to have a 
higher level of water in the tub than the 
competition. This allows us to use less 
water while not sacrificing superior 
washing performance.



3+1 HYGIENE CARE LAUNDRY SYSTEM

Step 1
Clean Tub Cycle
3-minute clean before use

Step 2
Hygiene Cycle
99.9% Hygienically clean

Step 3
Intensive Tub Cleaning Cycle
leaves the Tub squeaky clean

Step 4
Drying
Sterilize to Last Clean



Tel Services: 01942 872138
Tel Sales: 01942 872999

SHORROCK TRICHEM
Chanters Industrial Estate,
Atherton, Manchester 
M46 9SD

www.shorrocktrichem.com/washcraft

@shorrocktrichem

ShorrockTrichem

shorrock-trichem-limited

washcraft@shorrocktrichem.com


